
Code Movement - English Movement - Pinyin Errors for Deduction Points

60 Straight Sword hooking parry and 
uppercut

Guà Jiàn, Liāo Jiàn Straight sword and forearm are aligned
No obvious vertical circle formed

-0.1

61 Gripping the sword Wò Jiàn Any finger wraps around the top of the hand guard 
and touches the edge of the blade

-0.1

62 Twining and wrapping the broadsword Chán Tóu, Guǒ Nǎo The back of the broadsword blade is not kept close 
to the body when wrapping or twining

-0.1

63

Outward Blocking, Inward Blocking with 
the Spear, Spear Thrust

Lán Qiāng, Ná Qiāng, Zhā Qiāng Spear head not travelling in a clearly defined arc
Spear end protruding from grip (extending past
rear grip)
The thrusting arm and the spear shaft do not form
a straight line horizontally

-0.1

64 Thrust with spear Zhā Qiāng Bottom of the spear handle protrudes beyond the 
grip of the hand

-0.1

64 Horizontal Cudgel Windmill Waving with 
One Hand

Pıńg Lūn Gùn No obvious horizontal circle formed -0.1

65 Vertical figure 8 with spear or cudgel and 
uppercut with both hands

LìWǔ Huā Qiāng, LìWǔ Huā Gùn, 
Shuāng Shǒu Tí Liāo Huā Gùn

The spear/cudgel does not rotate in an obvious 
vertical plane

-0.1

66
Throw and catch weapon Qì Xiè Pāo Jiē Weapon caught in a hugging manner

Failure to catch the straight sword/broadsword by
the handle; the cudgel/spear shaft with a single 
hand.

-0.1

67
Cudgel Handle Planting Dı̌ng Gùn The end of the cudgel handle is not planted firmly on 

the ground
The tip of the cudgel is below the athlete’s head 
level

-0.1

68 Straight Sword Enveloping Jiǎo Jiàn Tip of the straight sword not travelling in a clearly-
defined circle

-0.1

70 Loss of balance Torso sways
Foot shuffles or skips

-0.1

71 Loss of balance with additional support Additional Support -0.2
72 Loss of balance with body fall Fall -0.3

73
Weapon deduction Weapon unintentionally makes contact with the floor

Loss of grip
Weapon strikes the body
Weapon deforms

-0.1

74 Weapon breaks Weapon Broken -0.2



Code Movement - English Movement - Pinyin Errors for Deduction Points
75 Weapon drop Weapon dropped on the floor -0.3

76

Weapon, ornament or clothing 
malfunction

Any ornament, clothing or shoes come undone or 
tears
Broad Sword Ribbon; Straight sword Tassel; Spear 
Tassel; Garment Item; Headwear dropped on the 
floor
Broad Sword Ribbon; Straight sword Tassel; Soft 
Weapon entangles hand or body

-0.1

77 Longtime balance Balance technique not maintained for at least 2 
seconds

-0.1

78 Out of bounds Any part of competitors body touches floor outside 
carpet boundary line

-0.1

79 Movement Forgotten Unconventional pause, interuption, or chaotic 
movements due to lapse of memory

-0.1


